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                    Abstract
Calling for local participation in community-based tourism (CBT) initiatives with the aim of increasing income and preserving cultural values faces certain paradoxes that can cause implicit risks to the locals themselves. This study attempted to shed light on these paradoxes by understanding the business collaboration between the host community and travel agencies through two case studies in central Vietnam. Data were obtained through empirical surveys conducted in 2018. The data were then analyzed by applying the three-stage framework of the CBT development process. These results highlight two implicit paradoxes that lead to dilemmatic scenarios during CBT development. First, the results heavily emphasize the role of the private sector in supporting tourism growth, yet excessive control leads to elite capture, wage gaps, unfair competition, and issues of non-authenticity. Second, tourism companies seek to transform the community’s resources into unique tourism values; unfortunately, these values do not include villagers’ trust, norms, and identity. Ultimately, this causes villagers to react negatively to these enterprises. Although examples of backlash unintentionally harmed tourism success, collective action and the persistence of traditional norms enabled host communities to maintain their value of honesty, customs, and beliefs against being too dependent on outside groups. Recognizing these issues, this study proposes tourism-related policy implications to avoid such situations, mitigate risks, and maximize the benefits for local community groups.
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Notes
	The “doimoi” reform policy is a set of open-door policies that marked the beginning of “a market economy with a socialist orientation” in Vietnam.
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